LA ELECCIÓN: ENTENDIENDO EL SISTEMA ELECTORAL FEDERAL MEXICANO

THE CHOICE: UNDERSTANDING MEXICO’S ELECTORAL SYSTEM

Featuring Dr. Lorenzo Córdova, Consejero Presidente, Instituto Nacional Electoral de Mexico

At a time when elections are leading most news stories, join us for a community lecture to gain a comparative perspective and explore the electoral design of Mexico. Dr. Córdova is a notable public figure, a distinguished scholar of law at Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, and the preeminent authority on Mexico’s federal election system. His lecture will examine structural election systems, political reforms, and the dimensions of constitutional law.

Thursday, Oct. 15 | 12 p.m.
Presented live via Zoom in both Spanish and English

REGISTER at law.arizona.edu/mexlaw

co-sponsors:
UA Global: Office of Mexico Initiatives
Honors College
Department of Spanish & Portuguese (College of Humanities)
Department of Latin American Studies (College of Social & Behavioral Sciences)
School of Government & Public Policy (College of Social & Behavioral Sciences)

QUESTIONS? Email mexlaw@email.arizona.edu